Contents of Current Periodicals

Editor’s Note
Our policy is to give the contents of the selected current periodicals publishing articles in Finance and Accounting.

The Accounting Review, Vol. 93, No. 1, January 2018
Bleibtreu, Christopher and Ulrike Stefani, The Effects of Mandatory Audit Firm Rotation on Client Importance and Audit Industry Concentration
Brüggen, Alexander, Christoph Feichter and Michael G. Williamson, The Effect of Input and Output Targets for Routine Tasks on Creative Task Performance
Chapman, Kimball and Jeremiah R. Green, Analysts’ Influence on Managers’ Guidance
Chen, Chen, Xiumin Martin, Sugata Roychowdhury, Xin Wang and Matthew T. Billett, Clarity Begins at Home: Internal Information Asymmetry and External Communication Quality
Chyz, James A. and Fabio B. Gaertner, Can Paying “Too Much” or “Too Little” Tax Contribute to Forced CEO Turnover?
Dambra, Michael J., Stakeholder Conflicts and Cash Flow Shocks: Evidence from Changes in ERISA Pension Funding Rules
Gordon, Elizabeth A. and Hsiao-Tang Hsu, Tangible Long-Lived Asset Impairments and Future Operating Cash Flows under U.S. GAAP and IFRS
Haesebrouck, Katlijn, Martine Cools and Alexandra Van den Abbeele, Status Differences and Knowledge Transfer: The Effect of Incentives
Harp, N. L. and B.G. Barnes, Internal Control Weaknesses and Acquisition Performance
Hoitash, Rani and Udi Hoitash, Measuring, Accounting Reporting Complexity with XBRL
Kim, S. and Jeff Ng, Executive Bonus Contract Characteristics and Share Repurchases
Liang, Ying, Iván Marinovic and Felipe Varas, The Credibility of Financial Reporting: A Reputation-Based Approach
MaryJane R. Rabier, Value is in the Eye of the Beholder: The Relative Valuation Roles of Earnings and Book Value in Merger Pricing

American Economic Review, Vol. 107, No. 8, August 2017
Chiappori, Chiappori Pierre-André, Bernard Salanié and Yoram Weiss, Partner Choice, Investment in Children, and the Marital College Premium
Friebel, Guido, Matthias Heinz, Miriam Krueger and Nikolay Zubanov, Team Incentives and Performance: Evidence from a Retail Chain
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Besley, Timothy, Olle Folke, Torsten Persson and Johanna Rickne, Gender Quotas and the Crisis of the Mediocre Man: Theory and Evidence from Sweden
Ollár, Mariann and Antonio Penta, Full Implementation and Belief Restrictions
McKenzie, David, Identifying and Spurring High-Growth Entrepreneurship: Experimental Evidence from a Business Plan Competition
Thomassen, Øyvind, Howard Smith, Stephan Seiler and Pasquale Schiraldi, Multi-category Competition and Market Power: A Model of Supermarket Pricing
Adam, Klaus, Albert Marcet and Johannes Beutel, Stock Price Booms and Expected Capital Gains
Leeper, Eric M., Nora Traum and Todd B. Walker, Clearing Up the Fiscal Multiplier
Huang, Zhangkai, Lixing Li, Guangrong Ma and Lixin Colin Xu, Hayek, Local Information, and Commanding Heights: Decentralizing State-Owned Enterprises in China

Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics, Vol. 89, No. 1, March 2018
Marini, Marco and Bernard Thiry, An Enduring Platform For Public And Cooperative Economics Research: A Centennial Perspective
Corneo, Giacomo, Public Stock Ownership
Iossa, Elisabetta and Stéphane Saussier, Public Private Partnerships In Europe For Building And Managing Public Infrastructures: An Economic Perspective
Dow, Gregory K., The Theory Of The Labor-managed Firm: Past, Present, And Future
Ben-ner, Avner, Reflections On The Future Evolution Of Social, Nonprofit And Cooperative Enterprise
Aldashev, Gani and Cecilia Navarra, Development Ngos: Basic Facts
Auriol, Emmanuelle and Stéphane Brilon, Nonprofits In The Field: An Economic Analysis Of Peer Monitoring And Sabotage
Quidt, Jonathan De and Maitreesh Ghatak, Is The Credit Worth It? For-profit Lenders In Microfinance With Rational and Behavioral Borrowers
Jirjahn, Uwe and Stephen C. Smith, Nonunion Employee Representation: Theory And The German Experience With Mandated Works Councils
Hinterecker, Harald, Michael Kopel and Anna Ressi, Ceo Activism And Supply Chain Interactions
Puttermann, Louis, Democratic, Accountable States Are Impossible Without “Behavioral” Humans

Bulletin of Economic Research, Vol. 70, No. 1, January 2018
Fakih, Ali, What Determines Vacation Leave? The Role Of Gender
Schafer, Konrad C. and Jörg Schwiebert, The Impact Of Personality Traits On Wage Growth And The Gender Wage Gap
Fanti, Luciano and Domenico Buccella, Union-Firm Bargaining Agenda Revisited: When Unions Have Distinct Preferences
Polemis, M. and K. Eletheriou, To Regulate Or To Deregulate? The Role Of Downstream Competition In Upstream Monopoly Vertically Linked Markets
Kempa, Bernd, Taylor Rule Reaction Coefficients And Real Exchange Rate Persistence
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Balcilar, Mehmet, Rangan Gupta and Clement Kyei, Predicting Stock Returns And Volatility With Investor Sentiment Indices: A Reconsideration Using A Nonparametric Causality-in-quantiles Test

Dedák, István and Ákos Dombi, A Closed-form Solution For Determining The Burden Of Public Debt In Neoclassical Growth Models (pages 88–96)

Pfeifer, Christian, An Empirical Note On Commuting Distance And Sleep During Workweek and Weekend


Bleaney, Michael and Manuela Francisco, Is The Phillips Curve Different In Poor Countries?

Selcuk Bayraci, Sercan Demiralay and Hatice Gaye Gencer, Stock-bond Co-movements And Flight-to-quality In G7 Countries: A Time-frequency Analysis

Shang, Shengwu, Erik Nesson and Maoyong Fan, Interaction Terms In Poisson And Log Linear Regression Models

Hespeler, Frank and Marco M. Sorge, Does Near-rationality Matter In First-order Approximate Solutions? A Perturbation Approach

Stefano Colombo, Infinite Asymmetric Equilibria In Mixed Oligopolies


Challenge, Vol. 60, No. 4, 2017

Etzioni, Amitai, Job Collapse on the Road to New Athens

Wiseman, Jon D., Politics, Not Economics, Ultimately Drives Inequality

Palley, Thomas, Trump’s Neocon Neoliberalism Camouflaged with Anti-Globalization Circus

Benedikter, Roland and Ireneusz Pawel Karolewski, The European Union at 60: Why There Is Hope

Carbaugh, Bob and Toni Sipic, Paying for the Trump Wall Boondoggle

Challenge, Vol. 60, No. 5, 2017

Josh, Bivens, A ‘High-Pressure Economy’ Can Boost Productivity

Hungerford, Thomas L., How Exceptional Is the U.S. Social Welfare System?

Mildred, Rein, Cultural and Structural Perspectives on Poverty

Gans, Herbert J., Political Education for a Fairer Economy

Benedikter, Roland, Africa and Europe: Toward a New Beginning

Sharpe, Mike, The Science and Politics of Global Warming

Development and Change, Vol. 49, No. 1, January 2018

Mann, Laura, Left to Other Peoples’ Devices? A Political Economy Perspective on the Big Data Revolution in Development

Wainwright, Joel D. and Christopher L. Zempel, The Colonial Roots of Forest Extraction: Rosewood Exploitation in Southern Belize

Córdoba, Diana, Marta Chiappe, Jesse Abrams and Theresa Selfa, Fuelling Social Inclusion? Neo-extractivism, State-Society Relations and Biofuel Policies in Latin America’s Southern Cone

Desai, Deval and Mareike Schomerus, ‘There Was A Third Man…’: Tales from a Global Policy Consultation on Indicators for the Sustainable Development Goals
Nabar-Bhaduri, Suranjana, Not Sustainable: India's Trade and Current Account Deficits
Liberatore, Giulia, Forging a ‘Good Diaspora’: Political Mobilization among Somalis in the UK
Wilmsen, Brooke, Is Land-based Resettlement Still Appropriate for Rural People in China? A Longitudinal Study of Displacement at the Three Gorges Dam
Goodfellow, Tom, Seeing Political Settlements through the City: A Framework for Comparative Analysis of Urban Transformation
Gainsborough, Martin, Transitioning to a Green Economy? Conflicting Visions, Critical Opportunities and New Ways Forward
Özden, Bar, Alp, Ahmet Bekmen and Ismet Akça, Passive Revolution: Beyond a Politicist Approach

Andersen, Thomas Barnebeck, Jeanet Bentzen, Carl-Johan Dalgaard and Paul Sharp, Pre-reformation Roots of the Protestant Ethic
Berg, Gerard J. van den, Petter Lundborg and Johan Vikström, The Economics of Grief
Bhuller, Manudeep, Christian N. Brinch and Sebastian Königs, Time Aggregation and State Dependence in Welfare Receipt
Chiappori, Pierre-Andre, Murat Iyigun, Jeanne Lafortune and Yoram Weiss, Changing the Rules Midway: The Impact of Granting Alimony Rights on Existing and Newly Formed Partnerships
Dinkelman, Taryn, Long-run Health Repercussions of Drought Shocks: Evidence from South African Homelands
Forni, Mario, Luca Gambetti, Marco Lippi and Luca Sala, Noise Bubbles
Harrington Jr., Joseph E. and Yanhao Wei, What Can the Duration of Discovered Cartels Tell Us About the Duration of All Cartels?
Helmers, Christian and Henry G. Overman, My Precious! The Location and Diffusion of Scientific Research: Evidence from the Synchrotron Diamond Light Source
Mailath, George J., Andrew Postlewaite and Larry Samuelson, Premuneration Values and Investments in Matching Markets
Muller, Laurent, Anne Lacroix, Jayson L. Lusk and Bernard Ruffieux, Distributional Impacts of Fat Taxes and Thin Subsidies
Niemann, Stefan and Paul Pichler, Collateral, Liquidity and Debt Sustainability
Proto, Eugenio and Andrew J. Oswald, National Happiness and Genetic Distance: A Cautious Exploration
Reuben, Ernesto, Matthew Wiswall and Basit Zafar, Preferences and Biases in Educational Choices and Labour Market Expectations: Shrinking the Black Box of Gender
Willems, Tim, Actively Learning by Pricing: A Model of an Experimenting Seller

Economic Record, Vol. 93, No. 303, December 2017
Perks, Georgia and Shiko Maruyama, The ‘Flock’ Phenomenon of the Sydney Lockout Laws: Dual Effects on Rental Prices
Robertson, Peter E. and Marie-Claire Robitaille, The Tyranny of Distance and the Gravity of Resources
Moore, Angus, Measuring Economic Uncertainty and Its Effects
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Clark, Jeremy, Susmita Roy Das and Andrea Menclova, Evaluating the Effectiveness of School Funding and Targeting Different Measures of Student Disadvantage: Evidence from New Zealand

Polidano, Cain and Chris Ryan, What Happens to Students with Low Reading Proficiency at 15? Evidence from Australia

Taylor, G., Secular Stagnation: Determinants and Consequences for Australia

Asai, K., Money Changes Everything: How Finance Made Civilization Possible

Basher, Syed, The Limits of the Market: The Pendulum between Government and Market

Borland, Jeff, India's Long Road: The Search for Prosperity (pages 655-656)

Howes, Stephen, Aid and Development: A Brief Introduction

Jensen, Paul H., The Creativity Crisis: Reinventing Science to Unleash Possibility


Ngo, Phong T. H., The Oxford Handbook of Banking and Financial History

Poutineau, Jean-Christophe, The Euro and the Battle of Ideas

**Finance India, Vol. XXXI, No. 4, December 2017**

**ARTICLES**

Agarwal, J.D., Aman Agarwal and Yamini Agarwal, Dynamics of Cricket and Cricket Derivatives

Bhattacharyya, Sumanta, Gholam Syedain Khan, Abhijit Kundu and Malayendu Saha, Global Financial Crisis, Foreign Portfolio Investment and Volatility: Impact Analysis On Select Southeast Asian Markets

Roy, Chinmoy and Basudeb Bhattacharya, Sanitizing Managerial Routine: Differential Effects of Participation & Training in Performance of SHGS in The North East States of India

Aggarwal, Monika, Performance of Foreign Banks In India : Post Reforms

Roy, Subrata, Conditional Mutual Fund Performance In Dynamic Economy: Indian Evidence

Ainapure, Varsha And Geetha Mohan Iyer, An Empirical Analysis into Relationship between Foreign Institutional Investments (FIIs) and Stock Market

Jayasree T.O. and K. Gangadharan, Capital Adequacy and Financial Stability of Urban Co-operative Banks In India : A Temporal Analysis

**ABSTRACTS OF DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS**

Banerjee, Souvik, IPO Grades and Its Impact on Subscription

Srijanani, D., Trade in Financial Services in India with reference to Banking and Insurance: An Empirical Analysis


Devi, M Sree Rama, Microfinance in Andhra Pradesh : A Study On SHG Bank Linkage Programme
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Incera, André Carrascal, Drivers of change in the European youth employment: a comparative structural decomposition analysis

Srijanani, D., Trade in Financial Services in India with reference to Banking and Insurance: An Empirical Analysis

Phimister, Euan and Deborah Roberts, Allowing for uncertainty in exogenous shocks to CGE models: the case of a new renewable energy sector

Fujii-Gambero, Gerardo and Rosario Cervantes-Martinez, The weak linkages between processing exports and the internal economy. The Mexican case

Duchin, Faye and Stephen H. Levine, Choosing among alternative technologies: conditions for assuring the feasibility of an input–output database or scenario

Staveley-O’Carroll, James and Olena M. Staveley-O’Carroll, Impact of pension system structure on international financial capital allocation

Chen, Zhuoqiong (Charlie), David Ong and Ella Segev, Heterogeneous risk/loss aversion in complete information all-pay auctions

Poblete, Joaquin and Daniel Spulber, Managing innovation: Optimal incentive contracts for delegated R&D with double moral hazard

Beck-Friis, Peder and Tim Willems, Dissecting fiscal multipliers under the fiscal theory of the price level

Llorente-Saguer, Aniol and Ro’i Zultan, Collusion and information revelation in auctions

Karle, Heiko and Martin Peitz, De-targeting: Advertising an assortment of products to loss-averse consumers

Meeks, Roland, Capital regulation and the macroeconomy: Empirical evidence and macroprudential policy

Havranek, Tomas, Marek Rusnak and Anna Sokolova, Habit formation in consumption: A meta-analysis

Estrada, Ricardo and Jérémie Gignoux, Benefits to elite schools and the expected returns to education: Evidence from Mexico City

Charness, Gary, Ramón Cobo-Reyes, Natalia Jiménez, Juan A. Lacombe and Francisco Lagos, Job security and long-term investment: An experimental analysis

Gagnon, Louis, Louis Gagnon Short Sale Constraints and Single Stock Futures Introductions

Sherrill, D. Eli and Rustin T. Yerkes, Municipal Disclosure Timeliness and the Cost of Debt

Broman, Markus S. and Pauline Shum, Relative Liquidity, Fund Flows and Short-Term Demand: Evidence from Exchange-Traded Funds

Piccotti, Louis R., ETF Premiums and Liquidity Segmentation

McLemore, Ping, Industry Costs of Equity: Incorporating Prior Information

Berkowitz, Jason P., Craig A. Depken II and John M. Gandar, Exploiting the “Win But Does Not Cover” Phenomenon in College Basketball

Vickberg, Suzanne M. Johnson and Kim Christfort, Pioneers, Drivers, Integrators, and guardians

Beard, Alison, How work styles Inform Leadership
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Beard, Alison, “If you Understand how the Brain works, you can reach anyone”
Harrell, Eben, A Brief History of Personality Tests
Mankins, Michael, Karen Harris, and David Harding, Strategy in the Age of Superabundant Capital
Gregersen, Hal, Bursting the CEO Bubble
Butler, Timothy, Hiring an Entrepreneurial Leader
Ignatius, Doug McMillon Adi, “We Need People to Lean into the Future”
trig, Martin and Ian C. MacMiltan, How to Get Ecosystem Buy-In
Leslie K. John, Daniel, Hochon Oviver Emrich and Janet Schwartz, What’s the Value of Like?
Adamson, Brent, and Cristina Gomez, The New Sales Impreative
Girod, Spephane J.G. and Samina Karim, Restructure or ? Reconfigure?
Prokesch, Steven, The Edison of Medicine

Insurance: Mathematics and Economics, Vol. 78, January 2018
Zhao, Yixing and Rogemar Mamon, An efficient algorithm for the valuation of a guaranteed annuity option with correlated financial and mortality risks
Fontanar, Andrea, Pasquale Cirillo and Cornelis W. Oosterlee, From Concentration Profiles to Concentration Maps. New tools for the study of loss distributions
Chunli Cheng and Jing Li, Early default risk and surrender risk: Impacts on participating life insurance policies
Goffard, Pierre-Olivier and Claude Lefèvre, Duality in ruin problems for ordered risk models
Cossete, Hélène, Etienne Marceau, Itre Mtalai and Déry Veilleux, Dependent risk models with Archimedean copulas: A computational strategy based on common mixtures and applications
Li, Danping, Yang Shen and Yan Zeng, Dynamic derivative-based investment strategy for mean-variance asset-liability management with stochastic volatility
Tang, Mei-Ling, Son-Nan Chen, Gene C. Lai and Ting-Pin Wu, Asset allocation for a DC pension fund under stochastic interest rates and inflation-protected guarantee
Sordo, M.A., A.J. Bello and A. Suárez-Llorens, Stochastic orders and co-risk measures under positive dependence
Beirlant, J., G. Maribe and A. Verster, Penalized bias reduction in extreme value estimation for censored Pareto-type data, and long-tailed insurance applications
Boonen, Tim J., Athanasios A. Pantelous and Rencho Wu, Non-cooperative dynamic games for general insurance markets
Peralta, Oscar, Leonardo Rojas-Nandayapa, Wangyue Xie and Hui Yao, Approximation of ruin probabilities via Erlangized scale mixtures

Stenger, Melle Agathe and Agathe Stenger, A remark on the definition of the Färe-Lovell measure for infeasible production vectors: implication for the Luenberger productivity indicator
Haines, Russell, Jill Hough and Douglas Haines, A metacognitive perspective on decision making in supply chains: Revisiting the behavioral causes of the bullwhip effect
Karray, Salma, Guiomar Martin-Herrán and Simon-Pierre Sigué, Cooperative advertising for competing manufacturers: The impact of long-term promotional effects
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Chavez, Roberto, Wantao Yu, Mark A. Jacobs and Mengying Feng, Manufacturing capability and organizational performance: The role of entrepreneurial orientation

Mohammed, Ahmed and Qian Wang, The fuzzy multi-objective distribution planner for a green meat supply chain

Brusset, Xavier and Christoph Teller, Supply chain capabilities, risks, and resilience

Zhang, Tao, Gang Li, T.C.E. Cheng and Kin Keung Lai, Welfare economics of review information: Implications for the online selling platform owner

Babbar, Sunil, Ravi S. Behara, Xenophon A. Koufteros and Baofeng Huo, Emergence of Asia and Australasia in operations management research and leadership

Mu, Enrique, Tingting Rachel Chung and Lawrence Ian Reed, Paradigm shift in criminal police lineups: Eyewitness identification as multicriteria decision making

Nematollahi, Mohammadreza, Seyyed-Mahdi Hosseini-Motlagh and Jafar Heydari, Coordination of social responsibility and order quantity in a two-echelon supply chain: A collaborative decision-making perspective

Zhang, Yibin, Maryam Hafezi, Xuan Zhao and Victor Shi, The impact of development cost on product line design and its environmental performance

Somarin, Aghil Rezaei, Songlin Chen, Sobhan Asian and David Z.W. Wang, A heuristic stock allocation rule for repairable service parts

Dulebenets, Maxim A. and Eren Erman Ozguven, Vessel scheduling in liner shipping: Modeling transport of perishable assets


Oh, Yosep and Sara Behdad, Simultaneous reassembly and procurement planning in assemble-to-order remanufacturing systems

Sudarto, Sumarsono, Katsuhiko Takahashi and Katsumi Morikawa, Efficient flexible long-term capacity planning for optimal sustainability dimensions performance of reverse logistics social responsibility: A system dynamics approach

Sabzevar, Nikoo, S.T. Enns, Joule Bergerson and Janne Kettunen, Modeling competitive firms' performance under price-sensitive demand and cap-and-trade emissions constraints

Kamalahmadi, Masoud and Mahour Mellat Parast, An assessment of supply chain disruption mitigation strategies

Xu, Xun, Charles L. Munson and Shuo Zeng, The impact of e-service offerings on the demand of online customers

Chen, Yi-Su, Hung-Chung Su and Young K. Ro, The co-evolution of supplier relationship quality and product quality in the U.S. auto industry: A cultural perspective

Durango-Cohen, Elizabeth J. and Chia Hang Li, Modeling supplier capacity allocation decisions


Wan, Xiaoyuan, Is the idiosyncratic volatility anomaly driven by the MAX or MIN effect? Evidence from the Chinese stock market

Cao, Jiyun, Arijit Mukherjee and Uday Bhanu Sinha, Firm-asymmetry and strategic outsourcing

Sakemoto, Ryuta, Co-movement between equity and bond markets
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Chauhan, Yogesh, Rajesh Pathak and Satish Kumar, Do bank-appointed directors affect corporate cash holding?
Kim, Hyeongwoo and Daeyup Lee, The effects of government spending shocks on the trade account balance in Korea
Sim, Seung-Gyu and Dongwoon Yoo, A quantitative study on endogenous formation of comparative advantage in South Korea
Bibi, Uzma, Hatice Ozer Balli, Claire D. Matthews and David W.L. Tripe, New approaches to measure the social performance of microfinance institutions (MFIs)
Ming, Lei, Shenggang Yang and Dandan Song, Valuation and analysis of performance sensitive debt with contingent convertibility
Simmons-Süer, Banu, “How relevant is capital structure for aggregate investment? a regime-switching approach”
Malagon, Juliana, David Moreno and Rosa Rodriguez, Idiosyncratic volatility, conditional liquidity and stock returns
Bae, Sung C., Taek Ho Kwon and Rae Soo Park, Managing exchange rate exposure with hedging activities: New approach and evidence
Tian, Yuan, Optimal policy for attracting FDI: Investment cost subsidy versus tax rate reduction
He, Huanlang and Zhihao Yu, Product quality, incomplete contract and the product cycle
Strobel, Marcus, Benjamin R. Auer, Does the predictive power of variable moving average rules vanish over time and can we explain such tendencies?
Kareem, Fatima Olanike, Inmaculada Martinez-Zarzoso and Bernhard Brümmer, Protecting health or protecting imports? Evidence from EU non-tariff measures

*Journal of Applied Econometrics,* Vol. 32, No. 6, September/October 2017
Altavilla, Carlo, Raffaella Giacomini and Giuseppe Ragusa, Anchoring the yield curve using survey expectations
Banerjee, Anindya, Massimiliano Marcellino and Igor Masten, Structural FECM: Cointegration in large-scale structural FAVAR models
Fosten, Jack, Model selection with estimated factors and idiosyncratic components
Heinemann, Alexander, Efficient estimation of factor models with time and cross-sectional dependence
Kaufmann, Sylvia and Christian Schumacher, Identifying relevant and irrelevant variables in sparse factor models
Juselius, Katarina and Katrin Assenmacher, Real exchange rate persistence and the excess return puzzle: The case of Switzerland versus the US
Toda, Alexis Akira and Kieran James Walsh, Fat tails and spurious estimation of consumption-based asset pricing models
Catania, Leopoldo and Anna Gloria Billé, Dynamic spatial autoregressive models with autoregressive and heteroskedastic disturbances
Asali, Muhammad, Aamer S. Abu-Qarn and Michael Beenstock, The cycle of violence in the Second Intifada: Causality in nonlinear vector autoregressive models

*The Journal of Banking and Finance,* Vol. 77, April 2017
Moshirian, Fariborz, Vikram Nanda, Alexander Vadilyev and Bohui Zhang, What drives investment-cash flow sensitivity around the World? An asset tangibility Perspective
Balvers, Ronald, Ding Du and Xiaobing Zhao, Temperature shocks and the cost of equity capital: Implications for climate change perceptions
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Boubaker, Sabri, Dimitrios Gounopoulos, Duc Khuong Nguyen and Nikos Paltalidis, Assessing the effects of unconventional monetary policy and low interest rates on pension fund risk incentives

Ghoul, Sadok El and Aymen Karoui, Does corporate social responsibility affect mutual fund performance and flows?

Behr, Patrick, Daniel Foos and Lars Norden, Cyclicality of SME lending and government involvement in banks

Leippold, Markus and Nikola Vasiljević, Pricing and disentanglement of American puts in the hyper-exponential jump-diffusion model

Kim, Dohan and Wook Sohn, The effect of bank capital on lending: Does liquidity matter?

Reusens, Peter and Christophe Croux, Sovereign credit rating determinants: A comparison before and after the European debt crisis

Che, Xin and Andre P. Liebenberg, Effects of business diversification on asset risk-taking: Evidence from the U.S. property-liability insurance industry

Violeta, Díaz and Ying Huang, The role of governance on bank liquidity creation

Zolotoy, Leon, James R. Frederickson and John D. Lyon, Aggregate earnings and stock market returns: The good, the bad, and the state-dependent

Ylhäinen, Ilkka, Life-cycle effects in small business finance

Hansen, Erwin and Rodrigo Wagner, Stockpiling cash when it takes time to build: Exploring price differentials in a commodity boom

Biener, Christian, Martin Eling and Ruo Jia, The structure of the global reinsurance market: An analysis of efficiency, scale, and scope

Piccotti, Louis R., Financial contagion risk and the stochastic discount factor

Farkas, Walter, Elise Gourier, Robert Huitema and Ciprian Necula, A two-factor cointegrated commodity price model with an application to spread option pricing

Adam, Tim R., Chitru S. Fernando and Jesus M. Salas, Why do firms engage in selective hedging? Evidence from the gold mining industry

Steiner, Andreas, Central banks and macroeconomic policy choices: Relaxing the trilemma

Franziska, Bremus and Claudia M. Buch, Granularity in banking and growth: Does financial openness matter?

Chortareas, Georgios and Emmanouil Noikokyris, Federal reserve's policy, global equity markets, and the local monetary policy stance

Batten, Jonathan A., Gerard L. Gannon and Kannan S. Thuraisamy, Sovereign risk and the impact of crisis: Evidence from Latin America


Sant'Anna, Pedro H. C., Testing for Uncorrelated Residuals in Dynamic Count Models With an Application to Corporate Bankruptcy

Hahn, Jinyong, Hyungsik Roger Moon and Connan Snider, LM Test of Neglected Correlated Random Effects and Its Application

Chen, Ying and Bo Li, An Adaptive Functional Autoregressive Forecast Model to Predict Electricity Price Curves

Clements, Michael P. and Ana Beatriz Galvão, Predicting Early Data Revisions to U.S. GDP and the Effects of Releases on Equity Markets

Poskitt, D. S. and Wenying Yao, Vector Autoregressions and Macroeconomic Modeling: An Error Taxonomy

Clements, Michael P., Assessing Macro Uncertainty in Real-Time When Data Are Subject To Revision
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Kristensen, Johannes Tang, Diffusion Indexes With Sparse Loadings
An, Yonghong and Xun Tang, Identifying Structural Models of Committee Decisions With Heterogeneous Tastes and Ideological Bias
Krüger, Fabian, Todd E. Clark and Francesco Ravazzolo, Using Entropic Tilting to Combine BVAR Forecasts With External Nowcasts
Zou, Tao and Song Xi Chen, Enhancing Estimation for Interest Rate Diffusion Models With Bond Prices

The Journal of Business Research, Vol. 75, June 2017

Askegaard, Søren, Chris Dubelaar, Natalina Zlatevska and Stephen S Holden, Food portions and marketing: Editorial
Szmigin, Isabelle and Veronica Gee, Mystification and obfuscation in portion sizes in UK food products
Dobson, Paul W., Ratula Chakraborty and Jonathan S. Seaton, Containing big soda: Countering inducements to buy large-size sugary drinks
Ouahmoune, Nacima, Embodied transformations and food restrictions: The case of medicalized obesity
Wansink, Brian, Dilip Soman and Kenneth C. Herbst, Larger partitions lead to larger sales: Divided grocery carts alter purchase norms and increase sales
Roose, Gudrun, Anneleen Van Kerckhove and Elke Huyghe, Honey they shrank the food! An integrative study of the impact of food granularity and its operationalization mode on consumption
Bui, My (Myla), Andrea Heintz Tangari and Kelly L. Haws, Can health "halos" extend to food packaging? An investigation into food healthfulness perceptions and serving sizes on consumption decisions
Newton, Fiona J., Joshua D. Newton and Jimmy Wong, This is your stomach speaking: Anthropomorphized health messages reduce portion size preferences among the powerless
Petit, Olivia, Charles Spence, Carlos Velasco, Andy T. Woods and Adrian D. Cheok, Changing the influence of portion size on consumer behavior via imagined consumption
Szocs, Courtney and Sarah Lefebvre, Spread or stacked? Vertical versus horizontal food presentation, portion size perceptions, and consumption
Tafvelin, Susanne, Ulrica von Thiele Schwarz and Henna Hasson, In agreement? Leader-team perceptual distance in organizational learning affects work performance
Liu, Mingzhi, Yulin Shi, Craig Wilson and Zhenyu Wu, Does family involvement explain why corporate social responsibility affects earnings management?
Malhotra, Neeru, Sunil Sahadev and Keyoor Purani, Psychological contract violation and customer intention to reuse online retailers: Exploring mediating and moderating mechanisms
Alvarez, Cecilia M.O., Paul W. Miniard and James Jaccard, How Hispanic bilinguals' cultural stereotypes shape advertising persuasiveness
Dutta, Sujay, Attila Yaprak and Dhruv Grewal, Fairness perceptions of retail price increases by foreign and domestic brands: The roles of ethnocentric beliefs, profit stickiness, and contextual information
Inoue, Yuhei, Daniel C. Funk and Heath McDonald, Predicting behavioral loyalty through corporate social responsibility: The mediating role of involvement and commitment
Robertson, Jennifer L. and Julian Barling, Toward a new measure of organizational environmental citizenship behavior
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Gloor, Peter, Andrea Fronzetti Colladon, Gianni Giacomelli, Tejasvita Saran and Francesca Grippa, The impact of virtual mirroring on customer satisfaction

Dai, Ye, Kui Du, G. Byun and Xi Zhu, Ambidexterity in new ventures: The impact of new product development alliances and transactive memory systems

Chatterjee, Pabitra, B. Chollet and Olivier Trendel, From conformity to reactance: Contingent role of network centrality in consumer-to-consumer influence

Cui, Lin, X. He, Expanding near the home base or venture far? The influence of home country state on the economic distance of foreign direct investments

Bettiga, Debora, Lucio Lambert and Giuliano Noci, Do mind and body agree? Unconscious versus conscious arousal in product attitude formation

Hafenbrack, Andrew C., Mindfulness Meditation as an On-The-Spot Workplace Intervention

Ghosh, Debjani, Tomoki Sekiguchi and L. Gurunathan, Organizational embeddedness as a mediator between justice and in-role performance

Andreu, Laura and Alexander Puetz, Choosing two business degrees versus choosing one: What does it tell about mutual fund managers’ investment behavior?
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